Abstract: In order to solve the problems of the veracity of the topical web crawler which can not get the information interrelated with the given topical. A design framework and algorithm of the ontology-based adaptive topical crawling is brought forwards. We use the ontology technology to reduce the topical web crawler to get the disrelated information with the topical, in order to improve the correlativity of the topical web crawler. With the experiment of this algorithm, we get the good result of the information with the topical.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the fast evolvement of Internet technology, the Internet has played a more and more critical role in our daily life. World Wide Web (WWW), a technology featured by convenient and straightforward using mode and abundant expression, has witnessed the fastest development and become the most important way to pubic and transmit information. The fast growth of network information resources brings diversified information to us. In this case, the requirement for information is also developing and changing all the time. Now we have fully realized the importance of network information resources. Besides, we have also understood that the true value of information service lies in the content of the provided information. It is not easy to collect information in such a vast information base. Therefore, the search engine technology is introduced. However, current search engines bring some irrelevant information to us. We have to re-judge the returned result and find the required information. Topical Web is then introduced to facilitate a faster and more accurate knowledge acquisition. The topical web administrator, however, faces the challenge to collect the information for the topical web, which cannot be done manually. In this case, the crawler based on ontology is offered. In the topical crawler, the core is the crawling algorism. Topical Web Crawling, put it in another word, Focused Web Crawling, is the key technology to acquire pages of specific topics in World Wide Web (WWW). When information in the Internet grows exponentially, the specialized search engines for certain topics become even more applicable, and can serve as the supplement for universal search engines.
Based on the traditional search engine technology, Topical Web Crawling applies technologies including ontology, text classification, cluster, and web mining to capture the page information of specific topics. In this way, the search accuracy can be improved, the occupation of network resources can be reduces, and the update period for the data of pages can be shortened.
The essence to construct specialized search engine is to search web pages relevant to a specific topic. This paper proposes a new self-adaptive crawling algorithm based on ontology. The experiment shows a good result.
II. 1 ONTOLOGY AND TOPICAL WEB
Ontology is originally a topic in Philosophy, which generally describes the ontology in the real world, and serves as the general theory of ontology existence and ontology hypostases. After being introduced to the area of artificial intelligence, ontology has a more specific meaning. Because people did not have a thorough understanding of ontology at the beginning, the definition of this concept is evolving all the time. At present, the definition of ontology in artificial intelligent is well accepted, which can be summarized as follow: Ontology is definite and formalized specification of shared concept model. It indicates four aspects: concept model, definitiveness, formalization, and sharing. Concept model is a kind of model extracted from the phenomenon in the real world, but not the same as that in the real world. Concept model is something like a dictionary or a glossary, which is composed of concepts, axioms, and relations. Definitiveness means that all the concepts and concept restrictions have clear definitions and explanations. Formalization indicates that the content in ontology can be understood and processed by the computer. Sharing shows that the knowledge in ontology is widely accepted, rather than private and accepted by only a certain group. In this way, the knowledge sharing and knowledge re-application can be achieved. Sharing and reapplication is two important advantages of ontology.
Topical web is a cluster of specialized information. Information of each topic is an integration of relevant information in several websites. Information in a topical web is received from a knowledge base, which in turn finds the information in each website. Therefore, the information of knowledge base depends on information of each website.
Ontology specifies the exact meaning of a concept by the strict definition of the concept and the relationship between concepts. In this way, ontology can indicates the well acknowledged and shared knowledge. Therefore, a group of concepts and concept relations can be summarized according to the specific area in the real world. Then the ontology can be constructed, which can facilitate information processing for this area. Topical Crawler Algorithm Based on Ontology ensures high crawling efficiency.
III. FRAMEWORK OF SELF-ADAPTIVE KNOWLEDGE TOPICAL CRAWLER BASED ON ONTOLOGY

A. Basic Principle of Network Crawler
The search engine has the following working process:
1. Find and collect webpage information on the Internet.
2. Sort and organize the information to establish an index.
3. Quickly find the document in the index and sort the output according to the key word input by the user. Then return the result to the user.
To find and collect webpage information, there should be a crawler program with high performance. The following is a typical crawler working mode: check a webpage and find the relevant information. Then continue the search process through all the links in this webpage.
The specific working mode of a crawler:
In most cases, a crawler algorithm carries out the following:
1. Take a URL from a URL list.
2. Analysis the host addresses of this URL and download the relevant documents.
3. Analysis these documents and get the new URL.
4. Find the relative address according to the newly analyzed link.
Add the new URL into the URL list if it is met for the first time.
That is to say, the basic algorithm has the following:
1. A part is in charge of storing the URL to be downloaded. 5. A part is in charge of checking whether the URL is ever met.
B. Basic Framework of Self-adaptive Knowledge Topical
Crawler The prototype of knowledge crawler is composed of user interface, pre-processing, knowledge model, crawler, knowledge processing and so on. The input sub-system requires that the user inputs the parameters such as key concept of the required knowledge (get the URLs of the seed), the queried knowledge, and layer. On the other hand, the output sub-system outputs URLs sorted by the knowledge and knowledge segments. The pre-processing component refers to how to effectively find the relevant web pages and sorts the URLs. Firstly select and download the web-pages according to the principle of the most similar path and semantic structure of subject anchor. Then segment these web pages according to the content of the title, and find the links of relevant links. Reprocess these links and analyses the anchor text to facilitate URL sorting.
The webpage search refers to algorithm to find the relevant web pages based on the principle of the most relevance. This is actually a graphic search issue. It is critical to select the seed webpage when knowledge acquirement, which can be done by Google API or by the suggestion from the expert. As for the mode to process the acquired seed, this paper proposes a new crawler framework after a comprehensive study of current crawler frameworks, that is the framework of self-adaptive knowledge topical crawler based on ontology, which is shown in the following figure: relevant β >
C. An Ontology-Based adaptive Crawling Algorithm
In the frame of ontology-based intellectively adaptive Topical Web Crawling which described above, the most important part is Crawling algorithm. In the process of Topical Web Crawling, an adaptive way of ontology-base is used, which uses excellent and relevant ontology inter linkage to consummate the topic characteristic set according to context information. After crawling program downloaded the objective web page to local from crawling queue, the topic correlation degree was estimated by a universal categorizer. If the web page was relevant enough, its URL inter linkage was interlinked the context to extract the character and added into Two kinds of change were found after comparing beforeand-after imported date:
1) The number of extracted documents was reduced. Link analyzed and deleted a great deal of irrelevant web page and few web pages whose degree of correlation was prodigious was also deleted, according to carefully comparing. These links mostly were up-link, crosslink and extroversion-link. Introduced ontology made the number of relevant web page decrease.
2) Crawling time was reduced. After a great deal of irrelevant web page was deleted, crawling lode was reduced.
In conclusion, after linkage analyze of ontology was introduced, crawling precision was not affected but crawling rate was increased. Therefore, this algorithm is successful in the frame of above mention.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Human can forecast objective web page is weather for what they need via their knowledge structure and environments information. In order to make computers forecast topic correlation of objective web page using web link information, they must have abundant knowledge and prompt information. As the use of web environment information, computer cannot forecast objective web content topic correctly from the link anchor information like human. In order to let computer forecast topic correlation of pointed objective web page by linkage, it's not enough just from the link anchor information. We must increase or filter more abundant and exact forecast information to decide topic correlation of objective web page. Therefore, this section analyses the structure of web page and extracts linkage context by a method of ontology-based to extend anchor context information appropriately. Then we use this information to evaluate the topic correlation of the web page pointed by linkage. This paper proposed an ontology-based adaptive crawling algorithm which evaluates the topic correlation of web page by using ontology categorizer and extracts more topic character to enrich characteristic set. The experiment shows that this algorithm improved the topic crawling performance, meanwhile, topic shift was not found. An ontology-based adaptive crawling algorithm needs further research, such as, the research about the improvement of its performance, the research on the improvement of self -ratiocination in the case that ontology database is not consummate.
